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JURISDICTION OF THE APPELLATE COURT 
Administrative Procedures Act 63-46b-16(l): 
As provided by statute, the Supreme Court or the Court of Appeals has ju-
risdiction to review all final agency action resulting from formal adjudicative pro-
ceedings. 
Judicial Code 78-2-2 
(3): The Supreme Court has appellate jurisdiction, including jurisdiction of 
interlocutory appeals, over: 
(e): final orders and decrees in cases originating in: 
(ii): the State Tax Commission 
(4): The Supreme Court may transfer to the Court of Appeals any of the 
matters over which the Supreme Court has original appellate Jurisdiction.... 
Judicial Code 78-2a-3: 
(2): The Court of Appeals has appellate jurisdiction, including jurisdiction 
of interlocutory appeals, over: 
(h): cases transferred to the Court of Appeals from the Supreme 
Court. 
On May 5, 1995 the Supreme Court of Utah: "Pursuant to the authority vested in 
this Court, this case is poured-over to the Court of Appeals for disposition." 
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ISSUES ON APPEAL 
POINT I - THE STATE TAX COMMISSION'S FINDINGS LACK SUBSTAN-
TIAL EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT THEM WHEN VIEWED IN LIGHT OF THE 
WHOLE RECORD. 
1. Did the Utah State Tax Commission have substantial evidence to support 
it's findings when viewed in light of the whole record, when determining adjusted 
gross income for the year 1988? 
Standard of review: 
Utah Code 59-10-102(1) ...a tax measured by the amount of his "taxable in-
come" for such year, as determined for federal income tax purposes,... 
Utah Code 63 -46b-10(3 ) No finding of fact that was contested may be based 
solely on hearsay evidence unless that evidence is admissible under the Utah Rules of 
Evidence. 
Record showing issue preserved. S ee Supplemental Record of Remanded Proceed-
ings Page 1 a, & Pages 4a - 8a, 25a-32a. 
2. Did the State Tax Commission have substantial evidence to support it's find-
ings when viewed in light of the whole record, when using CPI projection to determine 
adjusted gross income for the years 1987through 1978? 
Standard of review: 
Utah Code 59-10-102(1) ...a tax measured by the amount of his "taxable in-
come" for such year, as determined for federal income tax purposes,... 
Also, Boston First Nat, v. Salt Lake City. Bd. 799 P.2d 1163 (Utah 1990) 
Page 1166 "[4] Nowhere in the Utah Constitution or Utah Code Annotated does the 
legislature give the Tax Commission the unbridled discretion to make findings of fact 
beyond the scope of what is presented in the hearings. ... the agency's decision must 
rest upon some sound evidentiary basis, not a creation of fiat." 
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Record showing issues preserved : See Supplemental Record of Remanded 
Proceedings Page 30a. &Record of Remanded Proceedings Pages 11-19 
3. Did the State Tax Commission rely upon secret witness, whose testimony is not 
part of the record and were not subject to cross examination. ? 
Standard of review: Utah Code Ann. 63-46b-8(l)(d) "The presiding officer shall af-
ford to all parties the opportunity to.. .conduct cross-examination, and submit rebuttal 
evidence." 
Utah Code Ann. 63~46b-16(4)(g), Jensen v State Tax Comfn 835 P.2d 970 
(Utah 1992), Boston First Nat, v. Salt Lake City. Bd. 799 P.2d 1163 (Utah 1990) 
Page 1166" [4]... . the agency's decision must rest upon some sound evidentiary basis, 
not a creation of fiat." 
Record showing issues preserved: See Record of Remanded Proceedings pagel 1,19, 
33, & see Memorandum in Support of Summary Affirmance page 4 note(2). 
4. Did the State Tax Commission fail to take into consideration substantial evi-
dence that was available to them, when they refused to accept IRS records or procure 
them when they knew they were available? 
Standard of review: 
Utah Code 59-10-102(1) ...a tax measured by the amount of his "taxable in-
come" for such year, as determined for federal income tax purposes,... 
Record showing issues preserved: 
See Record of Remanded Proceedings pages 14,15,16,17,& 18. 
POINT H - THE STATE TAX COMMISSION HAS NOT DECIDED ALL OF 
THE ISSUES REQUIRING RESOLUTION. 
1. Did the State Tax Commission fail to make a determination on seized vehicle 
that was required. ? 
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Standard of review: Utah Code 63-46b-16(4)(c) "the agency has not decided all of 
the issues requiring resolution;" 
Record showing issues preserved: See Transcript of Hearing September 8, 1993 
Pages 114& 115 
2. On the 3rd day of June, 1995 the Utah State Tax Commission sold the seized 
vehicle at auction. 
Did the State Tax Commission violate Utah Code 59-1-703(8) in selling the 
property before the decision on the petition became final? 
Standard of Review: 59-1-703(8) When a jeopardy assessment is made, the property 
seized for the collection of the tax may not be sold until a notice of deficiency is issued 
and the time for filing a petition for redetermination has expired. If a petition for rede-
termination is filed the property may not be sold until the commission's decision on the 
petition becomes final,..." 
Utah Code 59-1-504 Time determination final. 
Record showing issues preserved: (See Exhibit "B" Notice of Sale) Whenlappeared 
at the Sale to object I was told by two police officers that I would be arrested if I ob-
jected on the recorded record. 
3. If the State Tax Commission made a determination that the sale could be made 
under one or more of the exceptions in 59-1 -703(8) did they violate due process by not 
giving notice or opportunity to be heard? 
Standard ofReview: Constitution of Utah Article 1. Section 7" No person shall be de-
prived of life, liberty or property, without due process of law. 
Also 59-1 -703(8)"... except that the property may be sold if the taxpayer con-
sents to the sale, the commission determines that the expenses of conservation and 
maintenance would greatly reduce the net proceeds, or the property is perishable." 
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POINT HI - THE STATE TAX COMMISSION HAS FAILED TO FOLLOW 
PRESCRIBED PROCEDURE 
1. Did the State Tax Commission follow the prescribed procedure in this case? 
A. REASONABLE TIME 
Standard of Review: Utah code 63-46-10(1) states that "Within a reasonable time 
after the hearing or after the filing of any post-hearing papers ...the presiding officer 
shall sign and issue an order". 
Record showing issues preserved: The State Tax Commission failed to issue it's order 
for more than 1 year after the hearing and more than 11 months after all post-hearing 
papers were in. See Record of Remanded Proceedings page 58, 
& Supplemental Record of Remanded Proceedings Page 9a. 
B. PRESIDING OFFICER -
Standard of Review: Utah code 63-46-10(1 )(a) through (g) proscribes the procedures 
for orders after a formal adjudicative proceeding. They require that the "presiding offi-
cer shall sign and issue an order". In the present case Alan Hennebold, Administrative 
Law Judge was the Presiding Officer. Some time before issuing an order or even a rec-
ommendation to the Commission Alan Hennebold quit working for the State Tax 
Commission. All finding of facts and orders were made without a presiding officer 
who had heard the testimony and been present at any preceding. Although Utah Code 
63-46b-2(l)(h)(ii) allows "an agency to substitute one presiding officer for another 
during any proceeding." it is only, "If fairness to the parties is not compromised". In 
this case the fairness was greatly compromised because "the presiding officer " could 
not "use his experience, technical competence, and specialized knowledge to evaluate 
the evidence" this evaluation of the evidence was made a year later by someone who 
had not even been at the hearing. 
Record showing issues preserved: See Supplemental Record of Remanded Proceed-
ings The State Tax Commission did not even have, in it's record, the Post-hearing brief 
of either party. (Also see Exhibit "D" Letter to Gail Reich, AL J) 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
The Petitioner has once been before the Utah State Supreme Court and they 
saw that the amount being asked for by the State Tax Commission was "significantly 
inflated and was not based on realistic evaluation of evidence" . They also ruled that 
"The Code imposed a tax on a Utah resident's federal taxable income with certain ad-
justments." Jensen v State Tax Com'n 835 P.2d 965 (Utah 1992) The court then or-
dered, "On remand, the Commission must determine how much, if any, of the yearly 
amounts computed would constitute adjusted gross income as defined and then adjust 
the deficiency accordingly" In compliance with this, Alan Hennebold, Administrative 
Law Judge, ordered, in his Prehearing Order, "The Commission will accept evidence 
regarding both Petitioner's gross income and appropriate deductions necessary to ar-
rive at a determination of Petitioner's taxable income." Even though the Collection Di-
vision objected to this ( see Record of Remanded Proceedings page 126) the 
Administrative Law Judge upheld his ruling (see "Order Denying Motion to Recon-
sider Prehearing Order" page 124 of Record of Remanded Proceedings). On the 8th 
of Sept. 1993 the hearing was held and evidence was entered showing what the IRS 
had determined as "gross income" and on the 1 Oth of Sept. 1993 written Closing State-
ment was sent to Alan Hennebold. (see Supplemental Record of Remanded Proceedings 
pages 25a to 32a). Subsequent to this the IRS has made some adjustments and has had 
prepared by Revenue Agent Clyde J. Hayes of the Audit Dept. Income Tax Returns 
for the years 1986 to 1994. This filing of 1040's shows that with certain adjustments as 
used on the Utah form TC-40 (also filed with the STC-See Exhibit A) the Petitioner 
owes to Utah State Tax Com'n, $99.28 for 1987, $4279.00 for 1988, $7378.83 for 
1989 and for all other years there was no tax owed. This does not include penalties or 
interest, nor payments that have been made or credit for assets taken and sold (see Ex-
hibit B). Even though Petitioner has made offers to make settlement for what the tax 
should be based upon my federal taxable income the Collection Division has refused 
(see Exhibit C). 
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COURSE OF THE PROCEEDINGS 
1. In 1977 Michael & Karen Jensen filed a federal 1040 tax form showing a "federal 
taxable income" of a negative three hundred forty dollars ($-340.00). 
2. That year both Michael & Karen ceased to be employees. 
3. In 1978 Michael filed federal & state returns that were "unacceptable". 
4. On October 29, 1980 a Elburn Kenison, Auditor (STC) wrote saying "We are un-
able to process the Income tax" for 1978. 
5. On Nov. 25, 1980 Michael responded by letter. Stating that "...since the state has 
elected to tie it's tax laws to the federal tax laws..." I am not required to file for 1978. 
"Acknowledgment of this status will be implied if I do not hear from you within 30 
days". 
6. On March 8, 1984 a Kenneth L. Rodahl, Compliance Auditor (STC) wrote to 
Michael & asking "Willyou help us please?" 
7. On March 14, 1984 Michael responded "The IRS has not determined any "federal 
taxable income" for the years in question. If I have no "federal taxable income" can 
Ihavea "state taxable income"?", "If I do not hear from you within the next 10 days 
you will forfeit any claim you may have against me." 
8. On March 29, 1984 Michael received a letter from Kenneth L. Rodahl asking 
"Please... support your position that you claim you are not required to file federal or 
state returns." 
9. On April 16,1984 a letter from Michael was sent explaining my position and ending 
"if you have any information or evidence about me that would convince you that I 
must file in Utah please send me a copy within twenty (20) days, so that I will not be 
negligent. I am relying in good faith, as in the past, that failure to give any legal rea-
son objecting to my position is acknowledgment of such." 
10. There was no further action taken for over 6 years. 
11. Then on June 8, 1990 Karen was served a "Statutory Notice" for $16,608.00 and 
"Declaration of taxes in Jeopardy" and "Execution" and "Praecipe" as her car was 
taken at gun point. She was also given a "Warrant for Delinquent tax" and Isuzu 
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Trooper that Michael was a lien holder on taken. 
12. On July 6,1990 Michael & Karen each filed a "Petition for Redetermination" with 
STC. 
13. On Sept. 5, 1990, at the hearing, an amended "Statutory Notice" for $344,419.00 
was given. 14. The Hearing was postponed. 
15. On Sept. 28, 1990 the petition was heard by a hearing officer, Joseph G. Linford. 
16. On Oct. 15, 1990 Respondent's Post-Hearing Brief was filed. 
17. On Oct. 26, 1990 Petitioner's Post-hearing Brief was filed. 
18. On March 8, 1991 a FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, AND 
FINAL DECISION was issued by the Utah State Tax Commission. 
19. On April 8,1991 a Petition for Writ of Review was filed with the Supreme Court of 
Utah. 
20. On June 23,1992 The Utah State Supreme Court issued it's Opinion in which it or-
dered; 
A. "The Assessment against Mrs. Jensen must therefore be vacated." 
B. "On remand, the Commission must determine how much, if any, of the yearly 
amounts computed would constitute adjusted gross income as defined and then ad-
just the deficiency accordingly." 
21. On Nov. 19, 1992 Prehearing was held by Alan Hennebold, ALJ. 
22. On Nov. 30, 1992 Proposed Prehearing Order. 
23. On May 5, 1993 We come to tentative agrement and Michael pays $452.95. 
24. On June 4, 1993 Change tentative agrement and send new proposed settlement. 
25. On June 16, 1993 Hearing was held by Alan Hennebold, ALJ, Michael enters into 
the record new facts now available from the IRS. (Record of this hearing cannot 
be found.) 
26. On Sept. 8,1993 Hearing was held by Alan Hennebold, ALJ (Transcript of Hear-
ing) 
27. On Sept. 10, 1993 Michael filed Post-Hearing Brief with Alan Hennebold, ALJ in 
letter form as requested. 
28. On Oct. 22,1993 Respondents^ file Post-Hearing Brief. 
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29. On Jan.l, 1994 Alan Hennebold, ALJ quits working for State Tax 
Commission with out forwarding post hearing briefs or making recommen-
dations to the Commission. 
30. On Aug 9, 1994 Request to Gail Reich, ALJ that parties be allowed to make 
"proposed findings and conclusions to aid the Commission in resolving this 
case." (See Exhibit "D") 
31. On Aug 30, 1994 Collection Division rejects settlement offer "for the amount 
proven by the IRS". 
32. On Sept. 30 1994, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Final Decision, 
by State Tax Commission. 
33. On Oct 10, 1994, Petitioner's Request for Reconsideration. (lost from Record) 
34. On Oct. 20, 1994 Respondent's Motion for Amendment of Decision. 
35. On Nov. 22, 1994 Amended Order, by State Tax Commission. 
36. On Dec. 2, 1994 Petitioner's Amended Request for Reconsideration. 
37. On Jan. 6, 1995 Order, by State Tax Commission. 
38. On Jan 23, 1995 Petition for Writ of Review filed with Utah Supreme Court. 
39. On Feb 9, 1995 Docketing Statement filed with Utah Supreme Court. 
40. On May 5, 1995 poured-over to Court of Appeals. 
41. On May 16, 1995 Sua Sponte Motion for Summary Disposition 
42. On June 3, 1995 Utah State Tax Commission sold 1990 Isuzu Trooper. 
43. On Aug 9, 1995 Order by Court of Appeals "plenary presentation and consid-
eration of the case" will be had. 
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STATEMENT OF THE FACTS 
1. This case was before the State Tax Commission by way of remand from the 
Supreme Court of the State of Utah. Jensen v State Tax Com'n 835 P.2d 965 (Utah 
1992) 
A. "Jensens argue that the Commission's finding lacks substantial evidence to 
support it. We agree." 
B. "... we will sustain the Commission's finding if supported by substantial evi-
dence when viewed in light of the whole record." 
C. "On remand, the Commission must determine how much, if any, of the 
yearly amounts computed would constitute adjusted gross income as defined and then 
adjust the deficiency accordingly. (2) 
D. The Supreme Court gives indication as to how this might be done in note (2) 
"There was evidence of how much gross profit would be derived from sales at Sound 
Concepts. McKinley Oswald testified in the hearing before the Commission that in 
February 1990, the month after the business was purchased, his net profit was $3,879. 
Whether this figure represents a before- or after-tax profit, however, is not clear.", in 
the hearing of 28 Sept. 1990 on page 15 Mr. Oswald said "February was a total of 
$23,453 in gross sales". This was a before tax net profit. 
2. The Collection Division made no effort even to look at the Supreme Court sug-
gestion. When asked about this in the hearing on 8 Sept. 1993. page 80 
"Q. Did you take any calculations to see how much the relationship between 
adjusted and gross was in this case. ? 
(Ms. Milligan) A.-No. 
Also see pages 82 and 83 where court asked her further about this approach. 
3. The Collection Division did not make a new assessment as directed by the 
Supreme Court but on the basis of a feeling that might take into account "unknowns" 
they chose to stay with the "guesstimate" that the Supreme Court had said" lacks 
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substantial evidence to support it" 
(Ms Milhgan)The Witness "The guesstimate, I feel better about because it 
may include the unknowns that we simply don't know about" (see Transcript of Hear-
ing Sept 8,1993 page 64) 
4. On Jan 1, 1994 Alan Hennebold, ALJ quits working for State Tax Commis-
sion without forwarding post hearing briefs or making recommendations to the Com-
mission 
5. On Feb 7 1994 Jensens filed Utah state tax returns for the years 1986 to 1994 
based on Federal returns prepared by the IRS (Exhibit A) 
6. On June 3, 1995 Utah State Tax Commission sold 1990 Isuzu Trooper 
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
POINT I. Petitioner argues that amounts arrived at are wrong. That they are based 
upon a "guesstimate" of someone who was not called to testify, but collections officers 
used as the basis for the year 1988. Their decision to stay with this unsupported figure 
was "just to account for the unknowns". 1. The record will show that there was testi-
mony given that would give a much closer amount if taken into account. 2. The record 
will show a growth trend that should be taken into account for determining amounts for 
which direct testimony was not given. 3. That new information from the IRS gives us 
the most accurate and comprehensive information which should be used for the years 
in question. 
POINT II. Petitioner argues that the State Tax Commission should have made a deci-
sion on, whether the vehicle taken, because Petitioner was a lien holder, was proper. 
The actions of the Commission to sell the vehicle before the commission's decision was 
final was a violation of due process and in violation of the rules that the State Tax Com-
mission must follow. 
POINT III. Petitioner argues that the problems in POINT I & II came about because 
the commission failed to follow the prescribed administrative rule, in that the Presiding 
Officer who was at the hearing was not the one to make the recommendations and the 
Commission proceeded in making it's decision without the full record. 
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ARGUMENTS 
POINT I - THE STATE TAX COMMISSION'S FINDING LACKS SUBSTAN-
TIAL EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT IT WHEN VIEWED IN LIGHT OF THE 
WHOLE RECORD. 
1. Alan Hennebold, Administrative Law Judge (ALJ), described this case 
when he said "This is an odd animal." Transcript of Hearing September 8, 1993 
Page22. in so saying he brought to our attention that this case did not come before him 
in the normal way, but was there by way of Remand from the Supreme Court of the 
State of Utah. They had already ruled that the assessements made in the original pro-
ceedings were wrong and had to be redone. A complete copy of this decision by the 
Supreme Court, know as Michael K. and Karen Jensen, Petitioners, v State Tax Com-
mission, Respondent, Cited as 835 P. 2d 965 (Utah 1992) is in Supplemental Record of 
Remanded Proceedings pages 15a to 24a. This case becomes the governing law for 
this case. 
"In essence, the Jensens argue that the Commission's finding lacks substantial 
evidence to support it. We agree." Jensen v State Tax Com'n 835 P.2d 970 
(Utah 1992) 
They continue by saying. 
"Because the amount of a tax deficiency is primarily a question of fact, we will 
sustain the Commission's finding if supported by substantial evidence when 
viewed in light of the whole record." Although the amounts of Mr. Jensen's 
yearly adjusted gross income assessed by the Commission appears similar to 
the figures obtained by the testimony for the months following the sale of 
Sound Concepts, those figures pertained to gross sales, not for gross profit 
(i.e., sales less expenses). The Code assesses income tax only on adjusted gross 
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income, which is defined as all nonexempt income less allowable deductions. 
The amount of the tax deficiency, therefore, is significantly inflated and not 
based on a realistic evaluation of the evidence. Thus, the Commission's finding 
is not supported by substantial evidence. On remand, the Commission must de-
termine how much, if any, of the yearly amounts computed would constitute 
adjusted gross income as defined and then adjust the deficiency accordingly. 
Jensen v State Tax Com'n 835 P.2d 970 & 971 (Utah 1992) 
Jensen expressed his intent to comply with the law and the Court's ruling, when he 
stated in the Hearing of Sept 8, 1993, "...I've read the Supreme Court's decision and 
the Supreme Court said that what you guys ruled initially was wrong and remanded it 
back for you to correct it, based on the evidence. And if that's been done and it's rela-
tive to all the evidence that you have before you, I have no arguments and F1I try and 
pay for it, as I've already stated." (see: Transcript of Hearing September 8,1993 Page 
6&7 . 
A review of the record will show that the Collection Division had no inten-
tion of using either the evidence before them or any of the information that was pro-
vided to them during the discovery period. 
First the court asked the same question 
"THE COURT: Well, I think that my question—...—that we're both wondering, 
whether the Collection Division has its own preliminary opinion of income which the 
parties may agree to, thereby eliminating the need for this hearing." (see: Transcript of 
Hearing Septembers, 1993Page6&7). 
We get the begining of the answer later on; 
"THE COURT: Wait. And if he (Mr. Jensen) doesn't do anything, what's the assess-
ment? 
MR. McCARREY: The assessment would probably remain, .." (see: Transcript of 
Hearing September 8,1993 Page 21). 
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We see from the record that in fact they continued to use the same unsup-
ported information that was rejected by the Supreme Court. 
"Q. (by Mr. Jensen) Yes. What information do you have concerning gross 
income for 1988? 
A. (Ms. Milligan) It was a projected figure used — taken from testimony 
from an individual who worked with you for a few months prior to the sale of your 
business. We took that testimony and projected itusing the Consumer Price Index..." 
Q. Okay. And who was that individual? 
A. A gentleman named Gem Morris, (see .Transcript of Hearing September 
8,1993 Page 53) 
This is exactly what they did the first time. To find out if other information 
was used the question was asked two more times. Q. (Mr. Jensen) Okay. Now, if 
I understand what you've testified before us, that you've used the information based on 
Jim (Gem) Morris for your basic determination: is that correct? 
A. (Ms. Milligan) Yes. (see: Transcript of Hearing September 8, 1993 
Page59) 
The Witness: (Ms. Milligan) "You know, that's why I'm saying, "Hurry up, 
guesstimate." Yeah, guesstimate, yes.... The guesstimate, I feel better about because it 
may include the unknowns that we simply don't know about..." (see: Transcript of 
Hearing September 8,1993 Page 63 &64) 
So now we get to the basis of their determination 1 .they "feel better about" it. and 2. " it 
may include the unknowns". Just to make sure we checked. 
MR. JENSEN: Okay? 
THE WITNESS: (Ms. Milligan) That was our basis for staying with the es-
timate, even after this information was provided, is just to account for the un-
knowns." 
(see: Transcript of Hearing September 8, 1993 Page 118) also (see: Record of 
Remanded Proceedings, Page 19 for Gem Morris's description of what he told 
Ms. Milligan NOTE: Although counsel for the respondent would like you to 
believe the Court refused to accept this letter into evidence it did not make such 
a ruling and accept the letter of Gem Morris. See Transcript of Hearing 
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September8,1993 Page 118) 
The Supreme Court has already ruled on this type of conduct by the Tax 
Commission in Boston First Nat, v. Salt Lake City. Bd. 799 P.2d 1163 (Utah 1990) 
Page 1166 "[4] Nowhere in the Utah Constitution or Utah Code Annotated does the 
legislature give the Tax Commission the unbridled discretion to make findings of fact 
beyond the scope of what is presented in the hearings. ... the agency's decision must 
rest upon some sound evidentiary basis, not a creation of fiat." 
Next we look to the record to see if the implied suggestion given in foot note (2) was 
used. 
(2) "There was evidence of how much gross profit would be derived from 
sales at Sound Concepts. McKinley Oswald testified in the hearing before 
the Commission that in February 1990, the month after the business was 
purchased, his net profit was $3,879. Whether this figure represents a be-
fore- or after-tax profit, however, is not clear." Jensen v State Tax Com'n 
835P.2d 971 (Utah 1992) 
This note raised two question; 1. What were the Gross sales for that month? and 2. 
Was this a before or after-tax profit. The record can answer both of them . 1. in the 
hearing of28 Sept. 1990 on page 15Mr. Oswald said "February was a total of $23,453 
in gross sales" and 2. "MR. JENSEN: It is my understanding from conversation with 
Mac Oswald that that was before tax; that based on that, he would pay taxes." 
(see:Transcript of Hearing September 8,1993 Pagel 18) After a disccusion about the 
figures, the question was asked: 
Q. (Mr. Jensen) Did you take any calculations to see how much the relationship 
between adjusted and gross was in his case? 
A. (Ms. Milligan) No. (see: Transcript of Hearing September 8,1993 Page 80) 
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Then the court stepped in to clarify the point: 
THE COURT; Well, just a minute. Aren't you suggesting that you use 
the Oswald February ratio of gross income to gross profit and use the ratio to deter-
mine expenses and so forth? 
MR. JENSEN: Yes, that's exactly what I'm suggesting. 
THE COURT: Do you understand that concept, Ms. Milligan? 
THE WITNESS: I don't agree with it, but I understand.(see:Transcript of 
Hearing Septembers, 1993Page83) 
Again because Ms. Milligan "didn't agree with" the facts that were before her, she just 
ignored them. 
This is how the base figure for the year 1988 was arrived at, by "feelings", "just to ac-
count for the unknowns" and I "didn't agree with" suggestions from the Supreme 
Court. We must ask ourselves; "Does the record show that the Commission's findings 
now are based on substantial evidence ?" The answer is a resounding NO! 
In Simpkins v. State Banking Department, 45 Ariz. 186, 42 P.2d 47 
(1935). A workmen's compensation award was denied on the ground that the 
claimant's injury did not arise out of the course of his emplyment. In addition to the evi-
dence offered at the hearing, the commission had before it the confidential reports of 
its own special examiners, which the claimant and his attorneys were not allowed to 
see. S aid the court:"... If it appears that, in order to sustain a finding of the commission 
made at a rehearing, it is necessary that we resort to such confidential reports, we must 
hold that the finding would not be sustained by the evidence." 
2. The Collection Division then took this base year and came up with the amount 
for all the rest of the years (1987-1978). The record will show that no attempt was 
made to look at, or analyze any of the information it had in the record. 
On page 30a of the Supplemental Record of Remanded Proceedings is a chart 
that takes all the amounts brought forth in the 1 st Hearing (Sept. 28, 1990) adds them 
together and then plots them by year. When asked if the Collection Division had done 
anything like this we find that it was used only to back up the fact that income exceeded 
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the normal filing requirements 
"Q (Mr Jensen) Okay Did you calculate what they had said on a yearly basis'? 
A (Ms Milligan) "The evidence that they (Jefferson Institute by Steve White, 
Ledbetter International by Bill Cope, and Mac Oswald for Sound Concepts) provided 
was for different periods and I looked at that in relation to the guess~I didn't do a statis-
tical analysis, if that's whatyou're asking, no 
Q (Mr Jensen) Okay Did you use their information in any way in making 
your determination? 
A (Ms Milligan) To back up the fact that you did have income that exceeded 
the normal filing requirements and made that a part of-this would be part of the esti-
mate audit that was done That's about as far as it went " (see Transcript of Hearing 
September8, 1993 Page 65 & 66) 
Next the chart show Gross Sales from the IRS 
" THE COURT The question is just whether you did use these figures to evalu-
ate your previous computations 
THE WITNESS (Ms Milligan) No, I haven't, Your Honer " (see Transcript 
of Hearing September 8,1993 Page72) 
The Court continues 
"THE COURT Well, actually, I am interested in this line of questioning, be-
cause I would like to know what the reasoning process was " ( see Transcript of Hear-
ing September8,1993 Page 73) 
Then we find out what she did 
" THE WI1NES S (Ms Milligan) Right It is based entirely on the Consumer 
Price Index 
THE COURT I see So, it makes no attempt to adjust for business success — a 
particular business's success or failures, it just applies this national stand ards-
THE WITNESS (Ms Milligan) Straight across the board, pretty much " 
(see Transcript of Hearing September 8, 1993 Page 75) 
So even though there is evidence from two totally different sources showing what the 
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growth of total sales was over a four year period (1984 to 1988) no effort was made to 
use this substantial evidence, they used a national standard. This is obviously wrong in 
this case. 
3. Did the State Tax Commission rely upon a secret witness, whose testimony is 
not part of the record and was not subject to cross examination.? The answer to this 
question is beyond doubt YES! 
Utah Code Ann. 63-46b-8(l )(d) "The presiding officer shall afford to all par-
ties the opportunity to ... conduct cross-examination, and submit rebuttal evidence." 
As we reviewed in #1, Ms. Milligan's repeated statements that the testimony of 
Gem Morris was used as the sole basis for determining the gross income for the period 
1988. Now if we look at the documents prepared by her we again see that "Gross in-
come as estimated per witness testimony" See Record of Remanded Proceedings page 
33, & see Memorandum in Support of Summary Affirmance page 4 note(2). 
In a long standing case that is on point we find: The Board, in a workmen's 
compensation case, felt that the evidence bearing upon the circumstances of the alleged 
injury was so in conflict that it was unable to decide "where the preponderance lies 
uupon the material questions in the case." It therefore appointed a special agent "to 
make an examination into all the various phases of this case, from any and all sources of 
evidence obtainable." This the agent did by procuring statements from six apparently 
credible and disinterested witnesses. The Board decided the case in accordance with 
these statements. Held the procedure was objectionable. The employer had no op-
portunity to know of the investigator or of his report or to be present for the purpose 
ofexaming the persons from whom statements were taken. Bereda Manufacturing 
CompanyvIndustrialBoard, 275111. 514, 114N.E. 275 (1916) 
Even though all the Schedules that are part of the Amended Order of State Tax 
Commission are dependant upon this one figure, it is by someone who was never call as 
a witness, who "even though available, was not present at the hearing" (see Response 
to Petitioner's Motion to Supplement Record). The failure to bring forth this witness 
so that he could be cross-examined should invalidate the use of the so called "Hurry up, 
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guesstimate". 
4. Did the State Tax Commission fail to take into consideration substantial evi-
dence that was available to them, when they refused to accept IRS records or procure 
them when they knew they were available? 
Utah Code 59-10-102(1) ...a tax measured by the amount of his "taxable in-
come" for such year, as determined for federal income tax purposes,... 
Utah code has set the standard for us to use, despite the substantial evidence 
provided by the IRS (see Record of Remanded Proceedings Pages 14, 15, 16, 17, & 
18.) The Collection Division has refused to use any of it. (see Exhibit "C" Letter from 
JohnC. McCarrey) 
We have also enclosed copies of Tax Returns prepared by the IRS by Revenue Agent 
Clyde J. Hayes of the Audit Dept. Income. Tax Returns for the years 1986 to 1994. 
This filing of 1040's shows that with certain adjustments as used on the Utah form TC-
40 (also filed with the STC-See Exliibit A) the Petitioner owes, to Utah State Tax 
Com'n, $99.28 for 1987, $4279.00for 1988, $7378.83 for 1989 andfor allotheryears 
there was no tax owed. All information should be made at least part of the basis for the 
assessements. It appears as if they have chosen to punish me in a separate way by esca-
lating, out of the realm of reality, the initial amounts. 
POINT II - THE STATE TAX COMMISSION HAS NOT DECIDED ALL OF 
THE ISSUES REQUIRING RESOLUTION. 
1. Did the State Tax Commission fail to make a determination on seized vehicle? 
Utah Code 63-46b-16(4)(c) "the agency has not decided all of the issues re-
quiring resolution;" 
"MR. JENSEN: That vehicle that he was talking about ~ 
THE COURT: It doesn't matter. 
MR. JENSEN: Well, it does, because they seized it and it matters. 
THE COURT: This hearing is limited to the determination of income for the 
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auditperiod, 
MR. JENSEN: Isn't it also to determine how much tax I owe? 
THE COURT: Yes. 
MR. JENSEN: And if they've taken a vehicle, doesn't that reflect either as a 
credit against my tax, ifit's my vehicle, or it should be returned if it's not my vehicle? 
THE COURT: Well, if that's a problem, it's not one that I'm advised exists— 
MR. JENSEN: Okay, that's why I'm bringing it up. 
THE COURT: and I'm not going to decide that issue, because you didn't tell 
melhadto. 
MR. JENSEN: Who'sgoingto decide it? 
THE COURT: Well, maybe it will be me later, but it's not going to be here 
today." 
As it happened, Alan Hennebold , AL J quite working for the State Tax Com-
mission and this issue never did get resolved. ( See Transcript of Hearing September 8, 
1993Pages l l4&115) 
2. On the 3rd day of June, 1995 the Utah State Tax Commission sold the seized 
vehicle at auction, (see Exhibif'B" Notice of Sale & Title) 
Utah Code 59-1-703(8) 
When a jeopardy assessment is made, the property seized for the col-
lection of the tax may not be sold until a notice of deficiency is issued and the time for 
filing a petition for redetermination has expired. If a petition for redetermination is 
filed the property may not be sold until the commission's decision on the petition be-
comes final,..." 
Utah Code 59-1-504 Time determination final. 
The action of the commission on the taxpayer's petition for redetermination of 
deficiency shall be Jfinal 30 days after the date of mailing of the commission's notice of 
agency action. All tax, interest, and penalties are due 30 days from the date of mailing, 
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unless the taxpayer seeks judicial review 
When I appeared at the sale to object I was told, by two police officers, that 
I would be arrested if I objected on the recorded record. This is after 5 year of 
holding the vehicle, would a few more days have mattered? 
POINT III - THE STATE TAX COMMISSION HAS FAILED TO FOLLOW 
PRESCRIBED PROCEDURE 
1. Did the State Tax Commission follow the prescribed procedure in this case.? 
MUST THE ONE WHO HEARS BE THE ONE WHO DECIDES? The facts in this 
case show that Alan Hennebold, Administrative Law Judge was the Presiding Officer 
in all the hearings held for this matter and that post hearing documents were sent to 
him. Utah law (see Administrative Procedures Act 63-46b-10) requires that the pre-
siding officer "within a reasonable time after the hearing or after the filing of any post 
hearing papers... shall sign and issue; 
(a) a statement of the presiding officers's finding of fact based exclusively on 
the evidence of the record in the adjudicative proceedings or on facts officially 
noted; 
(b) a statement of the presiding officer's conclusions of law; and 
(c) a statement of the reasons for the presiding officer's decision," 
The record shows that this was not done. 
In United States Supreme Court had this same question presented in United 
States ex rel. Ohm v. Perkins, 79 F.(2d) 533 (1935) hi a deportation proceeding the 
hearing was held before Inspector" C", who saw and heard the witnesses, but Inspector 
"M", who was not present at the hearing, made the report of the case to the Secretary, 
Recommending that the alien be deported. The Department of Labor had rule provid-
ing that at the close of the hearing the record was to be forwarded, together with "the 
findings and conclusions of the examining officer." It was contended that he was not 
given a fair hearing because of failure to comply with this rule. Held, order reversed. 
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"Inspector "C", who heard the witnesses, was in a better position to judge the credibil-
ity of their testimony than one who has not heard and did not have the opportunity to 
see the witness...The Secretaiy of Labor had no opportunity to see the the witnesses 
and should therefore have had the benefit of the findings and conclusions of the inspec-
tor who presided at the hearing....the failure to follow this rule resulted in an unfair 
hearing. 
The United States Supreme Court also looked at the Question of: THE NEED 
OF A STATEMENT OF PROPOSED FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS, in Mor-
gan v. United States 304 U.S. 1 (1937). Held, As the hearing was fatally defective, the 
order to the Secretary was invalid. Reversed. In the opinion of the Court they stated 
" The maintenance of proper standards on the part of administrative agencies in the per-
formance of their quasi-judicial functions is of the highest importance and in no way 
cripples or embarrasses the exercise of their appropriate authority. On the contrary, it 
is in their manifest interest. For, as we said at the outset, if these multiplying agencies 
deemed to be necessary in our complex society are to serve the purposes for which they 
are created and endowed with vested powers, they must accredit themselves by acting 
in accordance with the cherished judicial tradition embodying the basic concepts of fair 
play." 
Petitioner argues that the problems in POINT I & II came about because the com-
mission failed to follow the prescribed administrative rule, in that the Presiding Officer 
who was at the hearing was not the one to make the recommendations and the Com-
mission proceeded in making its decision without the full record. The State Tax Com-
mission did not even have, in it's record, the Post-hearing brief of either party. 
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CONCLUSION 
The statutes and rules as properly applied to the facts and circumstances of 
the instant case, as outlined in this Brief, prove that the State Tax Commission acted 
improperly and errored in "Findings of Facts, Conclusions of Law, and Final decision" 
and" Order", and in it's confiscation and sale of property. 
Wherefore, Petitioners ask this Court of Appeals to reverse the decision of 
the State Tax Commission, to award damages for lose of use of sold property, to have 
all Warrants for Taxs removed, to award costs and fees of this action, and other ap-
propeitfees and damage aganist the State Tax Commission as this court may see fit. 
Dated this )*% day of Sept. 1995 
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UTAH RESIDENT LONG FORM 
INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX RETURN 
For the year ending December 31 1986 or other taxable year 










Name (if joint return give first names and initials of both) Last name Your social security number 
Present home address (Number and street including apartment number or rural route) Spouse s social security number 
City town or post off ice County 
/V/LlrrfAp 






e l . RUNG STATUS - Check only one 
A G Single, except head of household 
B. • Head of Household - Enter name 
of qualifying child/dependent 
C D J ^ l r r , # d filing joint return 
D - T ] Married filing separately Give 
spouse's social security number In 
heading above and enter spouse's 
full name here 
•2. EXEMPTIONS 









D 2A. JL 
£> Number of dependent children 
who lived with you 2B.. 
Number of other dependents 2C. ^"^7 
TOTAL EXEMPTIONS CLAIMED e 2D. f ? 
e3 ELECTION CAMPAIGN FUND -
Check box Indicating (1) party to which you 
wish to mske a $1 contribution or, (2) no con 
trlbutlon Checking box will not Increase tax 














4. Federal Return: (Check type of return filed Attach complete copy with all schedules) Da^Fof Form 1040 • Form 1040 A D Form 1040 EZ 
5. Adjusted Gross Income (from federal return - see instructions for line 5) 
6. Deductions: Check type of deduction being used on state return - CHECK ONLY ONE 
• (A). Itemized Deductions (amount shown on line 24 of federal Schedule A) OR, 
£ H ° ) ' Standard Deduction (see instructions for line 6B to determine correct amount) e 
7. Exemptions (total exemptions claimed on line 2D times $750) • 
8. Federal Income Tax Determined for the Same Period (see instructions for line 8) e 
9. Interest from U.S. Government Obligations (see instructions for line 9) e 
10. Retirement Income (complete Schedule B on back of form) e 
11. State Tax Refund (if included as income on federal return) e 
12. Adoption, Railroad Retirement, Indian Income or Other Deductions (see instructions for line 12) • 
13. Total Exemptions and Deductions (add lines 6 through 12) 
14. Total Income Less Exemptions and Deductions (line 5 less line 13) 
15. Add State Income Tax (amount shown on line 6 of federal Schedule A) e 
16. Equitable, Lump Sum and Other Adjustments (see instructions attach explanation) e 
17. Total Additions (add lines 15 and 16) 
18. Total Utah Taxable Income (add lines 14 and 17) 
4% Educational Funding Tax 
19. Income, 
Educational and 













y 7 ?<?<?, . 
Income tax from rate 
schedules on back of return 
& 
Multiply box a by 4% (04) 
& 
Use tax from worksheet 






20. Credit for Utah Income Tax Withheld (attach withholding forms) 
21. Credit for Income Taxes Paid to Another State (complete Schedule A on back of form) 
22. Credit for Utah Income Tax Prepaid 
23. Other Credits (complete Schedule C on back of form) 
24. Total Credits (add lines 20 through 23) 
25. Additional Tax Due - If line 19 Is larger than line 24, subtract line 24 from tine 19 and enter balance - PAY THIS AMOUNT 
26. Refund - If line 24 Is larger than line 19, subtract line 19 from line 24 and enter balance 
27. Utah Nongame Wildlife Fund. I wish to contribute D $ 1 D $ 5 D $ 1 0 o r $ (enter amount), or 
D I do not wish to contribute. Enter contribution amount on line 27 at right 
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rn""«r • 
Send return and 
peymentto: 
UTAH STATE TAX COMMISSION 
160 EAST THIRD SOUTH 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84134-0200 
OFFICIAL 
USE ONLY ICR UFA P/A 
Under penalties of perjury, I declare that I have examined this return including accompanying schedules and statements, and to the best of my knowledge and belief it is true correct and 
complete Declaration of preparerJother than taxpayer) is based on all Information of which ha has any knowledga [ t er t  t ayer) 
—Z2-9T+ 
Date Preparer a signature (other than taxpayer) Date 
oose /signature (If filing pirrJT^ oOTH must sign even if only one had income) Address (and ZIP code) Preparer s Emp I 28 
Lxiiiliit "A 
Resident Long Form 
Individual Income Tax Return 
lor the year ending Dec. 31,1987. or olher taxable year beginning 
, 19 and ending . 19 
If no label, enter your lull name (lirst. middle initial, last). II married, also enter spouse's lull name. Your social security number 
fl,l7£-l<^#K Use label. Otherwise, 
please type 
or print in 
black or 
blue ink. 
Present home address (number and street including apartment number or rural route) 
City, town or post office County (province) State and ZIP code (loreign country) 
3& 
Spous 
pouse's social security number 
Daytime telephone number 
1. Filing Status 
a. Single 
b. Head of household - enter name ___ 
of qualifying child/dependent on line e. 
c. Married filing joint return 
d. Married filing separate returns 







2. Exemptions (see instructions) 
a. Yourself (enter T * ) 
b. Spouse (enter T )
 # 
c. Other dependents 
claimed on federal return 
d. Total exemptions 
(add 2a, 2b and 2c)
 t 









































Federal adjusted gross income from federal return (see instructions) 
Itemized or standard deduction claimed on federal return (see instructions) 
Personal exemptions (line 2d times $1,425) ~ 
State tax refund included in federal income — 
U.S. Government interest included in federal income 
Retirement inc. from Sch. B on back - Over age 65? • Self £ ] • Spouse £ ] 
Adoption expenses, Indian income, railroad retirement 
Total (add lines 5,6, 7 ,8 ,9 and 10) -




State income tax deducted as itemized deduction on Federal Sch. A • 
Entire amount of lump sum distribution shown on Federal form 4972-








Utah taxable income (add lines 12 and 15) 
Utah tax (compute from Rate Schedules on back using amount on line 16) — 
Utah use tax (compute from worksheet on page 5 of booklet) 
Tax Liability (add lines 17 and 18) — 
Utah income tax withheld (attach withholding forms) - -
Credit for Utah income tax prepaid on forms TC-636 or TC-636A - — 
Credit for taxes paid to another state (from Schedule A on back of return) 
Other credits (from Schedule C on back of return) — 
Total credits (add lines 20, 21, 22 and 23) ~ — 
Additional tax due - if line 19 is larger than line 24, subtract line 24 from fine 19. Enter and pay amount. • 
Refund - if line 24 is larger than line 19, subtract line 19 from line 24 and enter balance — 
Utah Nongame Wildlife Fund -1 wish to contribute n $ 1 D $5 D $ 1 0 D o r $ (enter amount) 
D I do not wish to contribute Enter contribution amount on line 27 at right • 













Send return and payment to: Utah State Tax Commission, 
160 East Ihhd South, Salt Lake City, Vlah S4)34-0200 
OFFICIAL 
USE ONLY ICR UFA APP 
Under penahies of perjury, I declare that I have examined this return and accompanying schedules and statements, and to the best of my knowledge and 
belief, they are true, correct and complete. Declaration of preparer (other than taxpayer) is based on all information of which preparer has any knowledge 







Paid preparer's signature, name and address Date Preparers social security no O O 
Exhibit A" 
Resident Long Form 
Individual Income Tax Return 
for the year ending Dec. 31,1988, or other taxable year beginning 









or print In 
black Ink. 
I name If no label, enter your lull name (first, middle Initial, last) II married, also enter spouse's 1 
thomeaddressTri Presen  h  a dress(number and street including apartment number or rural route) 
"offic City, town or post ffi e County (province) State and ZIP code (foreign country) 
Your social security number 
Spouse's social security number 
Daytime telephone number 











b. Head of household - enter name 
la. 
of qualifying child/dependent on line e, 
c. Married filing joint return 
d. Married filing separate returns 





a. Yourself (enter "1T 
b. Spouse (enter "1")
 f 
c. Other dependents 
claimed on federal return 
d. Total exemptions 










Enter'O" if you did not claim yourself on federal return 





d. New Alliance 
e. Republican 

































Federal adjusted gross income from federal return (see instructions) »•• 
Itemized or standard deduction claimed on federal return (see instructions) 
Personal exemptions (line 2d times $1,462) 
1/3 Federal tax liability on federal return (divide by 3) 
State tax refund included in federal income (include rebate) 
Interest from U.S. Government obligations included in federal income 
Retirement inc. from Sch. B on back - Over age 65? • Self Q ] § S p o u s e f ! 
Adoption expenses, Indian income, railroad retirement 
Total (add lines 5 through 11) 
Deduct line 12 from line 4 
State income tax deducted as itemized deduction on Federal Sch. A • 
Entire amount of lump sum distribution shown on Federal form 4972 
Total (add lines 14 and 15) 




II b?t a^ 
14 
15 
Utah tax (from Tax Rate Schedules on back using amount on line 17) 
Utah use tax (compute from worksheet on page 5 of booklet) 
Voluntary contribution iq^ssist homelessD$2 D$5 Q$10 or $_ 
Total tax and voluntary? contribution to assist homeless (add lines 18 through 20[ 









Credit for Utah income tax prepaid on forms TC-636, TC-636A or TC-546 - • 
Credit for taxes paid to another state (from Schedule A on back of return) > 
Other credits (from Schedule C on back of return) • # 
Total credits (add lines 22 through 25) ••• • «»• -•
 r - — 
Additional tax due - if line 21 is larger than line 26, subtract line $k frdnf fine 21.' knter and pay amount. • 
Refund - if line 26 is larger than line 21, subtract line 21 from line 26 and enter balance 
Utah Nongame Wildlife Fuhd -1 wish to contribute • $1 • $5 u • $10 D or $ (enter amount)# 
Net refund - subtract line 29 from line 28. Check here if yoU want refund applied to next year's tax. • | ~ j » 
41 r^vtzx 
Ms xi c r ' i j r,'V< K'fU f^ s* 
12 
13 




171 (0 J JJJ \&C> 
211 1A77JH 
5 $n) Wrtwfl Wfro te ¥*#T f 
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i^7? oo 
ISend return and payment to: Utah State Tax Commission, 160 East Third South, Salt Lake City, Utah 84134-0200 
Under penalties of perjury, I declare that I have examined this return and accompanying schedules and statements, and to the best of my knowledge and 
belief, they are true, correct and comotete. Declaration of preparer (other than taxpayer) is based on all information of which preparer has any knowledge. 


























l,\- l»it "A" 
.
 : Resident Long Form 
lndM«P6meaTax Return 
for the year ending Dec* St, takSj <tf oth^r taxabW year beginning 
.19 arid fendlnd ,19 
If no label, enter your full name (first, middle initial, last) If married, also enter spouse's full name 




Vour social security number 
f&\?z.\fc>?/ 




or print In 
black Ink. 
x£. \ (number and street including apartment number or rural route) Present home address   &t ( rt t 








• 1. Fllin^Htu* 
a. Single 
b. Head of household 
c. Married filing joint return 
d. Married filing separate return. 
If filing married joint or separate return. Please 
enter spouse's social security number In the 







b. Spouse (entefr "1*) * 
c. Other dependents ^ 
claimed on federal return 
d. Handicapped 
(See instructions) 
e. Total exemptions * § 
(add 2a, 2b, 2c and 2d)^ 
T







did not claim yourself oh federal return, i 
4. Federal adjusted gross income from federal return (soe In^U^fon^jt^ 
5. Itemized or standard deduction claimed on federal reiurri (see inslkjcfiorti 
6. Personal exemptions (line 2e titoes $1,500) io^^.^!tenJB.ift^fliM 
7. 1/2 Federal tax liability on f^kfral Return (§& lhstruttion^J-«^if 
8. State tax refund included in federal M ^ a t a i a M S t f ^ ^ 
9. ' mm from U.Sf«rnt t ienl obligation^ Ifck&d \MM h<M 
10/ Retir^^j^^JroiTt^ch^B oh back • Over.age 65? • Self N * $$61$ 
11. Adoption exf)enSe§, Indian income, R.fi. retirement, Equitable^adjust^  
12. Total (add lines 5 through 11) < *$&$ 
13. Deduct I i r ie l2Sf f l )^4~- > ^LiMjg^ 
14. * S t a t l J h c o i ^ l p i i l e d *§ itemized deduction txi Federal SchMl 
15. Entirfrf shown ori federal forrri Asm 
16. ToiSfpfiW™ 15)^ 1. i y - L 3 
17/ Utah MbflirtfeSfftr^dd Hnfes 13 and 16) * L 
18. UtaH^'tfr^riJtax Scfiedules on page 12 of instruction booklet)-••-t^]^ 
19. Utahlis^ lax '(compile from Worksheet on pages 6 and 7 of booklet) f § *" 
20. Homeless cohtributtoff-1 wish to contribute $2, $5, $10, or other (enier\ 
21. Total tax and voluntary contribution to assist homeless (add lirleS 18 
22. Utah income tax Withheld (attach withholding forms) ^K^-
23. Credit for Utah income tax prepaid on forms TC-636, TC-636A or TC-5461| | | 
24. Credit for taxes paid to another State (from Schedule A on back of, 
25. Other credits (frorft Schedule C on back of rfetttfa) M J L » & W 
26. Total credits (add lines 22 throiigh 25) <—• - ~™& 
27. Tax due - if line 21 is larger than line 26, subtract line 26 fr< 
28. i Refund * if line 26 \i largerthah line 21 \ Subtract line 2 ; *"" 
29. Utah NottgamS Wildlife Fund * I wish idjtafthftiri* *"" 
30.1 
Send return and paymentlo *l)tah &tate tax fommisslon^l1>5 iasi TMf i l f lL . . . , r 
Under penalties of perjury, I declare that I have examined this return and accompanying schedules and statements, ana to me oesi or my knowledge and 
belief, they are tryp, cqg^/uj^cpjnplete Declaration of preparer (other than taxpayer) Is based on all information of which preparer has any knowledge 
Date 
•2-
ntly, both MUST sign even if only one had income) Date •7-^< 
Occupation 
Occupation 










Resident Long Form 
Individual Income Tax Return 
Exhibit"A" 
19 90 
for the year ending Dec. 31,1990, or other taxable year beginning 






or print in 
; black ink. 
If no label, enter your full name (first, middle initial, last) II married, also enter spouse's 
Present home address (number and streer including apartment number or rural route) 




% 1. Filing Status 
a. Single 
b. Head of household 
c. Married filing joint return 
d. Marriedfiling separate return 
H tiling married joint or separate return, please 
enter spouse's social security number In the 





State and ZIP code (foreign country) (f r i  tr } 
• 2. Exemptions 
a. Yourself * 
b. Spouse • 
c. Other dependents 
claimed on federal return 
d. Disabled # 
(See instructions) 
e. Total exemptions + 









D Check if Amended 
Your social security number 
Spouse's social security number 
Daytime telephone number 













4. Federal adjusted gross income from federal return (see instructions) 
5. Itemized or standard deduction claimed on federal return (see instructions) 
6. Personal exemptions (line 2e times $1,538) 
7. 1/2 Federal tax liability on federal return (see instructions) 
8. State tax refund included on line 10 of federal form 1040 
9. Interest from U.S. Government obligations included in federal income 
10. Retirement income (refer to instructions and Schedule B on back of return) 
Check the box if age 65 or over t Self Q • SpouseQ 
11. Other Deductions - Check the appropriate boxes 
• P I Adoption exp. Q R.R. Retirement Q Indian inc [ J Equitable adj.-
12. Total (add lines 5 through 11} 
13. Deduct line 12 from line 4 
14. State income tax deducted as itemized deduction on Federal Sch. A 
15. Entire amount of lump sum distribution shown on federal form 4972 
16. Total (add lines 14 and 15) 
17. Utah taxable income (add lines 13 and 16, if less than zero, enter zero) 
18. Utah tax (from Tax Schedules on page 12 of instruction booklet) 
19. Utah use tax (compute from worksheet on pages 6 and 7 of booklet) 
20. Total check-off contributions from Schedule D on back of the return 
21. Previous refunds (applies to amended only, see instructions) 
22. -Jotal tax and contributions (add lines 18 through 21) 
23. Utah income tax withheld (attach withholding forms) 
24. Credit for Utah income tax prepaid 
25. Credit for taxes paid to another state (from Schedule A on back of return) •• 
26. Other credits (from Schedule C on back of return) 
27. Previous payments (applies to amended returns only, see instructions) 
28. Total credits (add lines 23 through 27) 
29. Tax due - if line 22 is larger than line 28, subtract line 28 from line 22: 
30. Penalty and interest paid (for extension, late filed or amended returns) 
31. Total amount paid with this return (add lines 29 and 30) 
32. Refund - if line 28 is larger than line 22, subtract 22 from 28, 
Check if you want total refund applied to next year's tax. 
p If Paid oreparer(s) filled out this return, please check this bolt 
Mail Your Return And Payment To: 
Utah State Tax Commission, 160 East Third South 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84134-0200, o 
Verify Your Social Security Number(s) 
ftecheck Your Math 
Sign Return on Back of Form 
Attach W-2Form(s) 
Provide Daytime Telephone Number 
Office 
Use Only 





















Resident Long Form 
Individual Income Tax Return 
for the year ending Dec. 31,1991, or other taxable year beginning 




or print In 
black ink. 
If no label, enter your full name (first, middle initial, last) If married, also enter spouse's full name 
Presenthome address (number ahd street including apartment number or rural route) 
^F • 1. Filing Status 
City, town or post office County (province) 
a. Single 
b. Head of household 
c. Married filing joint return 
d. Married filing separate return 
id 
If tiling married |olnt or separate return, please enter 
spouse's social security number In the space provided 
PQQY9, 
t 2. Exemptions (Enter num 
federal return) 
a. Yourself * 
b. Spouse
 t 
c. Other dependents 
d. Disabled (page 4)
 § 
e. Total exemptions , 
State and ZIP code (foreign country) 
ber claimed from I # 




| _ J Check \\ Amended 
Your social security number 
Spouse s social security number 





•Enter M(T if you did not claim yourself on federal return | (Checking a party does not change your tax or 
reduce your refund). 





































Federal adjusted gross income from federal return (see instructions) 
Itemized or standard deduction claimed on federal return (see instructions), 
Personal exemptions (line 2e times $1,613) 
1/2 federal tax liability on federal return (see instructions) 
State tax refund included on line 10 of federal form 1040 
Interest from U.S. government obligations included in federal income 
Retirement income (refer to instructions and Schedule B on back of return) • 
Check the box if age 65 or over * Self Q + Spousep] 
Other Deductions - Check the appropriate boxes 
• { ~ l Adoption exp. Q R.R. Retirement Q Indian inc Q Equitable adj -
Total (add lines 5 through 11) 
Deduct line 12 from line 4 
State income tax deducted as itemized deduction on Federal Sch. A 
Entire amount of lump sum distribution shown on federal form 4972 
Total (add lines 14 and 15) 
Utah taxable income (add lines 13 and 16, if less than zero, enter zero) 
Utah tax (from Tax Schedules on page 12 of instruction booklet) 
Utah use tax (compute from worksheet on page 6 of booklet) 
Total check-off contributions from Schedule D on back of the return 
Previous refunds (applies to amended only, see instructions) 
Total tax and contributions (add lines 18 through 21) 
Utah income tax withheld (attach withholding forms) 
Credit for Utah income tax prepaid on forms TC-546 or TC-636 
Credit for taxes paid to another state (from Schedule A on back of return) •••• 
Other credits (from Schedule C on back of return) 
Previous payments (applies to amended returns only, see instructions) 
Total credits (add lines 23 through 27) 
Tax due - if line 22 is larger than line 28, subtract line 28 from line 22: 
Penalty and interest paid (for extension, late filed or amended returns) 
Total amount paid with this return (add lines 29 and 30) 
Refund - if line 28 is larger than line 22, subtract 22 from 28. 

















^ » Paid Preparers) filled out this return, please check this box 
•
Mail your return and payment to: 
Utah State Tax Commission, 160 East Third South 




4 I < 3 V//7" 










Verify Your Social Security Number(s) 
Recheck Your Math 
Sign Return on Back of Form 
























or pnnt In 
black ink 
Resident Long Form 
Individual Income Tax Return 
for the year ending Dec 31,1992, or other taxable year beginning 





If no label, enter your full name (first, middle initial, last) _ 
If a joint return, spouse's name (first, middle initial, last) 
Ate 
Q Check if Amended Q QhecKllJOU 
I Your social secunty number 
Presenffiome address (number and street including apartment number or rural route) 
Spouse s soaai security number 
City, town or post office County (province) State and ZIP code (foreign country) 
V7W fWZ-tf 







• 1. Filing Status 2. Exemptions (Enter number claimed from 
federal return) 
• 3. Election Campaign Fund 
Single 
ead of household 
Married filing joint return 
Married filing separate return 
tl llllnq married joint ot separate return, 
please enter soouse'a social security number 


































4 Federal adjusted gross income from federal return (see instructions) 
5 Itemized or standard deduction claimed on federal return (see instructions) • 
6 Personal exemptions (see instructions) H^^T
 # 
7 112 federal tax liability on federal return (see instructions) • 
8 State tax refund included on line 10 of federal form 1040 • 
9 Interest from U S government obligations included in federal income • 
10 Retirement income (refer to instructions and Schedule B on back of return) 
Check the box if age 65 or over # Self Q • SpouseQ t 
11 Other Deductions - Check the appropriate boxes 
• Adoption exp. [ ] R . R Retirement Q Indian inc Q Equitable ad) • 
12 Total (add lines 5 through 11) 
13 Deduct line 12 from line 4 
14 State income tax deducted as itemized deduction on federal Sch A § 
15 Entire amount of lump sum distribution shown on federal form 4972 # 
16 Total (add lines 14 and 15) 
17. Utah taxable income (add lines 13 and 16, if less than zero, enter zero) 
18 Utah tax (from tax rate schedules on page 11 of instruction booklet) • 
19 Utah use tax (compute from worksheet on page 7 of booklet) • 
20 Total check-off contnbutions from Schedule D on back of the return • 
21 Previous refunds (applies to amended returns only, see instructions) • 
22 Total tax and contributions (add lines 18 through 21) 
23 Utah income tax withheld (attach withholding forms) • 
24 Credit for Utah mcome tax prepaid on form TC 546 • 
25 Credit for taxes paid to another state (from Schedule A on back of return) • 
26. Other credits (from Schedule C on back of return) • 
27. Previous payments (applies to amended returns only, see instructions) • 
28. Total credits (add lines 23 through 27) 
29. Tax due - if line 22 is larger than line 28, subtract line 28 from line 22 
30. Penalty and interest paid (for extension, late filed or amended returns) 
31. Total amount paid with this return (add lines 29 and 30) 
32 Refund - if line 28 is larger than line 22, subtract 22 from line 28, and enter balance 


























































 • CD Yes> • w a n t m y r e f u n d applied to my 1993 taxes. I understand that I will not receive a refund this year 
P If Paid preparer(s) filled out this return, please check this box • Q 








or print In 
black ink. 
Resident Long Form 
Individual Income Tax Return 
for the year ending Dec. 31,1993, or other taxable year beginning 
, 19
 rand ending , 19_ 




A r^ htttlc ?t thte k an Sw page 4 tor "THE REASONS FOR p - i 
AtTWllMKli fflUtlft this box, 
If no label, enter your full name (first, middle initial, lasty 
Spouse's name (first, middle Initial, last) 
Presenl homeaddress (number and street including apartment number or rural route) 
Your social security number 
Spouse's social security number 










• 1. Filing Status 2. Exemptions (Enter number claimed 






I Head ol household/qualifying widow(er) 
• f M arried filing joint return 
Married filing separate return 
If filing married joint or tepame return. pteaM enter 
spouee't name end social security number in the 












Disabled (page 5) 
Total number of exemptions! 
f-ntar "0" If you did not claim youraarf on fadaraJ ratum 











Youn^tt S^ousf M> 
L 












































Federal adjusted gross income from federal return (1040EZ line 4,1040A line 16, or 1040 line 31) 
Itemized or standard deduction claimed on federal return (instructions, pg. 6) • 
Personal exemptions (line 2e times $1,763, unless your exemptions were 
limited on the federal form due to high income. If so, see instructions, pg. 6) • 
1/2 federal tax liability on federal return (see instructions, pg. 6) 
State tax refund included on line 10 of federal form 1040 
Interest from U.S. government obligations (see instructions, pg. 6) 
Retirement income (refer to instructions and Schedule B on back of return) -
Check the box if age 65 or older • Self Q • S p o u s e Q • 
Other Deductions (see instructions, pg. 7} - Check the appropriate boxes 
Q Adoption exp. Q R.R. Retirement \^\ Indian inc.(_] Equitable adj. 
Total (add lines 5 through 11) 
Deduct line 12 from line 4 
State income tax deducted as itemized deduction on federal Sch. A 
Entire amount of lump sum distribution shown on federal form 4972 
Total additions to income (add lines 14 and 15) 
Utah taxable income (add lines 13 and 16, if less than zero, enter zero) 
Utah tax (from tax calculations worksheets on page 13 of instruction booklet) • 
Utah use tax (compute from worksheet on page 8 of booklet) • 
Total check-off contributions from Schedule D on back of the return • 
AMENDED RETURNS ONLY (previous refunds, see instructions, pg. 9) 
Total tax and contributions (add lines 18 through 21) 
33. 
Utah income tax withheld (attach withholding forms) 
Credit for Utah income tax prepaid (see instructions, page 9) 
Credit for taxes paid to another state (from Schedule A on back of return) • 
Other credits (from Schedule C line 11 on back of return) 
AMENDED RETURNS ONLY (previous payments, see instructions, pg. 11) 
Total credits (add lines 23 through 27) 
TAX DUE - If line 22 is larger than line 28, subtract line 28 from line 22. This is the amount you owe. 
Penalty and interest paid (for extension, late filed or amended returns only) 
Total amount paid with this return (add lines 29 and 30) 
REFUND DUE - If line 28 is larger than line 22, subtract line 22 from line 28, and enter balance. 
This is the amount you overpaid. 
Apply my refund to my 1994 taxes. I understand that 1 will not receive a refund this year. • • ' 
t If paid preparer(s) filled out this return, please check this box • • 
Office 
Use Only 29 
"" "r*f«irn *3rvf r»^«?*r»^^» * **-,, r* ^ f* 
Exhibit "A" 
Utah State Tax Commission 
Utah Resident Individual 
Income Tax Short Return TC-40S Rev. 10/94 
• 
This return is for the year ending Dec 31 , 1994, or other taxable year beginning 
, 19 and ending , 19 . 
men DCTIIDM Check this Box ify°u are amending (his return. AMENDED RETURN




or print in 
black Ink. 
If no label, enter your full name (first, middle initial, last) 
Spouse's name (first, middle initial, last) 
Present home address (number and street including apartment number or rural route) 
M££ 3s< 





Filing Status (page 5) 
Single 
Head of household/qualifying widow(er) 
iqfaarried filing joint return 
Married filing separate return 
>tratf return, 
lttuDtLnui 
County (province) State and ZIP code (foreign country) 
VMM ^ 7 ^ 
Your social security number 
S7J? \7Z \ (*&$%' 
Spouse's social security number 
Evening telephone number 
( > 
Daytime telephone number 
( ) 
• 2 Exemptions (Enter number claimed from 
r
 federal return) (page 5) 
a. I / l Yourself * 
b. J / Spouse 
c
- 5 | Other dependents 
* • Disabled (see page 5) 
e
 •! ~7 I Total number of exemptions 
'Enter "0" H you did not claim yourtetf on 
federal return 







(Checking a party doet not change your tix 















































10 Utah use tax (compute from worksheet on on page 6 of instructions) 
Federal adjusted gross income (1040EZ line 3,1040A line 16, or 1040 line 31)-
Standard deduction (see instructions, page 6) • 
Enter 1/2 of your federal tax liability (see instructions, page 6) • 
Total deductions and federal tax liability (add lines 5 and 6) 
Taxable Income before exemptions (subtract line 7 from line 4) 
(,3<T& 
J ^ 
Utah tax (use amount on line 8 to compute Utah tax from the Tax Tables beginning on page 8) 








11 If you want to contribute to any of the approved funds, refer to Schedule A: Contributions, 
on the back of this return. 11 
12 Total tax and contributions (add lines 9,10, and 11) 
FOR AMENDED RETURNS ONLY: If you are amending this return, do not complete line* 13 through 18 
below. Go to the back of thl* return and complete Schedule B: Amended Return Section. 
12 I J^ 
Taxes 
.. . . . 13 Withheld 
-. .- 14 & Credits 2. 
Utah income tax withheld (see instructions nane 7\ * 




 I - t ^ I I 
Amount 16 TAX DUE - If line 12 is larger than line 15, subtract line 15 from line 12. This Is the amount you owe. @ 
you owe
 1 7 Penalty and interest paid (for extension or late filed returns only, see instructions, page 7) 
™ 18 REFUND - If line 15 is larger than line 12, subtract line 12 from line 15 and enter the balance 
This Is the amount you overpaid. See instructions, page 7. 






t If paid preoarer(s) filled out this return, please check this box • • Mail your return and payment to: Utah State Tax Commission, 210 North 1950 West, Salt Lake City, Utah 84134-0200 Office Use Only 
Under penalties of perjury, I declare that to the best of my knowledge and belief, this return Is true, correct and complete. 
(if EpiipjpuqpieftH must sign) 




Date signed Check if j — i 
self employed | J 
Preparer's social security no 
^ Firm's name {or yours rf self employed) El number 
Paid preparer's complete address City State ZIP code 
Exhibit "B 
NOTICE 
State of Utah Sale 
Personal Property 
Utah State Tax Commission, Plaintiff 
vs. 
MICHAEL K. JENSEN, Defendant 
Execution 
Civil No. 908402451 
All right, title and interest of said defendant, in and to the fol lowing described personal property, to-wi t , is to be sold 
at 522 South 7 0 0 W e s t Salt Lake City, Utah in the County of Salt Lake, State of Utah on the 3rd day of June, 1995 
at the hour of 9:00 A M of said day. Purchase price payable in lawful money of the United States of America, State 
of Utah. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION INVENTORY NUMBER 
1 990 Isuzu Trooper 
Dated at Salt Lake City, Utah this 24th day of May, 1995. 
Signature | Title | Docket Number 
i i 




^ .S^^f^Sfa ' rMi fe . 




SUE D OJ/26/9 
59JDLB 
JENSEN niCHAEL K 
BX 1326 
PROVO, VI 8 0 6 0 3 
VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION 
TITLE NOT VALID WITHOUT SECURITY FILM STRIP OVER THIS AREA 
?I»-JACCH58KiL7903229 
1811^90 HAKE-ISO flODBL-TlOTII 
CIL- 4 FUEL-C 
ODOHITC1 000,093 
-ACTDJLL HILZAGE 




CITY STATE ZIP' 
EHEK50N GENK 
BX 26 
PROVO Uf ^9603 
LIEN-HOLDER 
NAME
 JESSE& MICHAEL K 
ADDRESS gX 1326 
CITY STATE Z l P p H 0 ? 0 y j 8 « 6 0 3 
LIEN RELEASE 
SIGNATURE OF LIEN HOLDER RELEASING INTEREST 
10799098229 4444 
THE MOTOR VEHICLE DIVISION, pursuant to She laws of the State of Utah, certifies that the person 
named above has been duly registered in this office as^  swner of the vehicle described, and that this 
vehicle is subject to the lien and encumbrance* if any, herein set forth 




S T A T E OF U T A H 
o r r i c c or THE AT TORNEY GENERAL 
^-I'SJ'"'' 
J A N G R A H A M 
ATTORNEY G E N E R A L 




Chief Deputy Attorney General 
PALMER DEPAULIS 
Director of Public Policy & Communications 
Michael K. Jensen 
P. 0. Box 1326 
Provo, Utah 84603 
August 30, 1994 
RE: Michael K. Jensen v. Collection Division of the Utah 
State Tax Commission, Appeal No. 90-1553 
Dear Mr. Jensen: 
This letter addresses your telephone call to me on 
Friday, August 26th. I appreciate your attempt to resolve this 
matter through settlement. You proposed that the Division settle 
for the amount proven by the IRS in its criminal case. However, 
after consultation with the Collection Division, they determined 
that this offer is not acceptable. 
I want to emphasize that the Division will consider any 
new reasonable settlement proposal from you. I certainly hope 
that you will make a more acceptable offer, and to that end, I look 
forward to hearing from you soon. 
Sincerely, 
c.?t\%?(5 
JOHN C. McCARREY 
Assistant Attorney General 
cc: Mericia Milligan 
5 0 S O U T H M A I M ^ r I H T P Q f l ^ S A J T L wr r f T Y , V i *• 1 - d 0 1 1 
S T A T E OF U T A H 
O T F I C E OF T H E A T T O R N E Y G E N E R A L 






Chief Deputy Attorney General 
PALMER DEPAULIS 
Director of Public Policy & Communications 
August 9, 1994 
Gail Reich 
Adiaiiiisti-dLive Law Judye 
Utah State Tax Commission 
210 North 1950 West 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84134 
Re: Michael Jensen vs. Collection Division of the 
Utah State Tax Commission 
Dear Ms. Reich: 
This letter refers to the formal hearing held in the Jensen 
case on September 8, 1993. The Commission has not yet ruled in 
this case. Because the taxes were assessed in jeopardy, the 
Collection Division seized assets that it has not yet sold 
pending a decision. They are anxious to bring this matter to a 
final conclusion. 
If it would be helpful, the Commission might consider 
ordering the parties to submit proposed findings and conclusions 
to aid the Commission in resolving this case. 
If you would like to discuss this matter turther, perhaps a 




hn C. McCarrey 
ssistant Attorney General 
JCMrds 
cc: Michael Jensen - Petitioner 
Mericia Milligan - Collection Division 
40 
50 S O U T H M A I N S T R E E T , S U I T E 9 0 0 • S A L T L A K E C I T Y , U T A H 8 4 1 4 4 • T E L 8 0 1 5 3 6 8 2 0 0 • F A X 5 3 6 8 2 2 5 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I have hand delivered (2) copies of the foregoing APPELLANT'S 
BRIEF to: 
Michelle Bush 
Assistant Attorney General 
50 South Main #900 
Salt Lake City, UT 84144 
UTAH STATE TAX COMMISSION 
APPEALS DIVISION 
Attn. Sara Jenson 
210 No. 1950 West 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84134 
I also certify that I have delivered (8) copies to: 
UTAH COURT OF APPEALS 
Attn. Clerk of the Court 
230 South 500 East, Suite 400 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84102 
DATED THIS J_$_ DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1995 
41 
